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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The former Walthamstow Greyhound Racing Stadium in East London 
fell into disrepair following its closure in 2008. Following the ca. £100k 
restoration of its iconic façade, the stadium has once again been 
restored to its former glory. The adjacent site has also undergone a 
complete transformation and has been further developed to include 
a new residential housing scheme. An additional, much needed 300 
homes for local residents have been made available. 

The new homes of mixed tenure, the creation of community facilities 
and the addition of commercial units will enable the wider community 
to benefit from a new nursery, sports centre and potentially the 
employment opportunities these improvements to the area will bring.  

Adjacent to and bordering the site is the River Ching, which as can 
be seen in the main photograph (right), includes a steel sheet pile 
retaining system running alongside the river for some 70 metres. It was 
this rather unsightly feature of the site that the Environment Agency 
identified and asked for improvement to — and proposed the use of a 
gabion cladding system to face the steel sheet piling.

Enviromesh became involved in the project following an approach by 
HTA Architects in June 2015. We were introduced to the construction 
team at Tamdown Construction who were keen to subcontract the 
works to a specialist. The first phase was for Enviromesh to provide 
budgetary costings to ensure the scheme was cost-effective. On 
approval, Enviromesh provided more detailed design drawings and 
following subsequent site visits with Tamdown, drew up a final design 
and method statement to address the construction problems including 
working at height and in varying water levels during the winter months.
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The main site prior to commencement of the works to install a gabion cladding system to the face of the steel sheet piles. The challenge here would be the requirement to 
work at water level adjacent to the river side of the boundary, without unduly disturbing the river’s ecosystem. The project would require a bespoke engineering solution that 
would improve the aesthetics for residents living opposite the boundary whilst providing a safe and effective method of installing the gabion cladding.
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THE CHALLENGE
Adjacent to the site is a steel sheet pile wall raising the overall levels of 
the site above those of the River Ching. The pilings were identified by 
the Environment Agency as unsightly and requiring remedial works to 
improve their appearance. A gabion cladding system was proposed as 
a means to present a more aesthetically pleasing façade.  

The cladding was engineered and installed during the winter period 
with variable water levels. The challenge was to clad the piles, in 
a watercourse within a four week time frame. Traditional cladding 
techniques were considered unsuitable for this type of construction. 
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The team at Enviromesh engineered a cost-effective solution to carry 
the weight of the rock fill without disturbing the existing steel sheet 
piles, whilst allowing for safe working practices given the situation.

Other challenges included: installation of a temporary working platform 
which could be mobilised to follow the progress of the installation; 
picking over the the rock fill to reduce voids whilst simultaneously fair-
facing the stonework and machine filling the cages from height.

Ensuring uniformity in the level of the cladding and achieving a clean, 
consistent finish along the length of the completed structure.

The series of photos here showing the initial stages of the framework installation against the existing steel sheet piling. The main challenges here were in providing safe 
working access to the site whilst allowing for an efficient means of machine filling from above, without unduly disturbing the watercourse below.
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THE SOLUTION
Enviromesh designed and engineered a steel frame system (see 
drawing right) to the full height of the sheet piling. This would enable 
rock-filled gabion cladding to be attached to the framework, thereby 
providing a uniform, aesthetically pleasing finished surface.

The lowermost basket formed an integral part of the frame system and 
was attached during manufacture. Each frame was then lowered in to 
place and bolted to the piling such that the first course would sit just 
below the waterline. 

The first courses were immediately filled with gabion stone to ensure 
that the labourers were working safely above the waterline.

•  Installation  
Four weeks to complete

•  Gabion mesh 
4mm bi-axial welded mesh, 
galfan-coated

•  Cladding system 
Steel frame ‘hanger’ system 
2475mm high, 1200mm wide

•  Rockfill 
Kent Ragstone
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GABION CLADDING SUPPORT SYSTEM
The idea of the frame system was primarily to assist with installation, 
given the situation — and to ensure a consistent appearance to the 
finished cladding wall. The lower part of the frame included a mild-
steel ‘L’ shaped bracket (200 × 100 × 10 mm) running full width of 
the frame and providing support for the first course of rock fill material.



•  Fabric type  
Bi-axial welded mesh

•  BS EN 10218-2:2012 
Steel wire and wire products 
(general wire dimensions  
and tolerances)

Technical and material specifications:

•  Tensile strength (wire) 
540 to 770 N/mm2

•  Weld strength 
75% of the minimum 
ultimate tensile strength of 
the wire

•  BS EN 10244-2:2009 
(Class A) 
Zinc and zinc alloy coatings 
on steel wire

•  BBA certification 
Design lifespan up to 70 years 
in a mild environment

PROJECT BUILD COMPONENTS, SUPPLIED BY ENVIROMESH

•  Gabion cladding to steel sheet pilings adjacent to river

• Steel frame support system for gabion cladding wire mesh baskets

•  75mm × 75mm welded mesh gabions (4mm wire diameter, galfan coated)

•  Gabion rock fill material: Kent Ragstone

•  Compressor, hand tools and pneumatic tools, man cage and dumper

•  All fixing accessories including CL50 ‘C’ rings and lacing wire
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY ENVIROMESH

•  Project consultation 

•  Detailed designs and associated drawings

•  Gabion mesh basket manufacture

• Sampling and supply of rock fill material

•  Technical and engineering support

•  Dedicated and experienced team of gabion wall 
construction personnel (to fabricate the gabions, joint 
fill and fair face the baskets on all visible sides)

The progression of the gabion cladding which was designed and engineered by Enviromesh to begin below the waterline and progress upwards in varying lifts commencing at 450mm, 
leaving approximately 150mm of the sheet piling uncovered. The main photo illustrates the working situation, proximity to the river and the greatly improved visual appearance 
provided by the cladding. The exposed top section of the piling (above, right) would be encapsulated later as part of the adjacent groundworks.
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